THIS WHOLE LAS VEGAS SHOOTING
THING STINKS TO HIGH HEAVEN

Please be advised that there are some images in this article that some might find disturbing.
First off, right at the start, I’d like to say that my heart goes out to those who were injured
and it goes out to the family of those who that were murdered this past weekend in Las Vegas at
a country music festival. I will not use the word “killed,” because it does not describe what
happened on Sunday. The people who died at the festival and outside the festival were cut down
in cold blood, massacred.
I was driving home on Sunday and when I arrived home, I was very tired so my wife and
I went right to bed. We awoke to find out about what had happened in Nevada. I had a bad
feeling about it right away and I immediately made a comment to my wife that this was probably
ISIS-inspired or that it was Antifa in nature. Since I was off on Monday, I began to scour the
internet for clues to who might be behind this heinous act. What I found was conjecture piled
upon innuendo in regards to what the mainstream press was offering to inquiring minds. The first
thing that I noticed was that the sounds that came from the Mandalay Bay Hotel the night before
indicated that there were at least two weapons that were being fired at the crowd.
So that you do not think that I am a novice that is speaking from speculation let me give
you a bit of my own history with guns. I received my first gun when I was five or six years old.
My dad bought a rifle and a pistol, both guns shot .22 caliber bullets. The rifle shot what is called
“long rifle” rounds and the pistol shot .22 shorts. Dad loved to shoot. He served in the army
during the Korean War and was injured when a deuce that they had put his comrades in the back
of hit a mine. He didn’t receive any physical harm, except for hearing loss that resolved soon
after, but he did suffer from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder for the remainder of his life. I was
probably in my mid-twenties when dad bought his first big gun, a single action .44 caliber pistol.
The thing had a hair trigger and was a nightmare to shoot. I had gotten the gun fever from my
dad and during my lifetime I’ve owned rifles and pistols of just about every caliber and I’ve even
loaded my own ammunition, but not for a few years now.
I can tell you many things about guns, but one thing that I can surely attest to is that
different calibers sound different when they are fired. For instance, a .22 short sounds like the

caps we used to fire as kids in our cap guns, perhaps a bit louder, but with the same crack.
Shooting a .22 long rifle yields the same sound, only louder. As you move up the caliber chain
the tone of the gunshot sounds deeper in tone. For instance, the sound of a .223 round sounds
like a very loud .22 long rifle but a 7mm magnum round sounds like you’ve blown off a cherry
bomb just a few feet in front of you. I remember shooting my 7mm rifle at the range and one of
the fellows next to me asked me what I was shooting he was surprised because he said that when
I fired it the shot made the corrugated roofing above the bench hum. Firing an M-14 or an Ak-47
sound much deeper in tone but there are still differences. When an AK shoots its 7.62×39 round
it shoots a lot slower than an M-16 and it fires off rounds a bit slower than the M-14. When I was
younger, I had the pleasure of owning a Marlin lever action rifle that shot a 45/70 Government
Round. When that gun was fired it was like a cannon going off in my hands. I was amused one
day when my friend was with me, who was built like a stick figure, wanted to fire that gun.
When he finally squeezed off the round, he just stood there like he was petrified. When he turned
around his hat was sideways on his head and his glasses were at a 90-degree angle on his face.
He handed the gun back and complained of the deep dark bruise on his chest for a couple of
months after that.
What is being presented by the press and the government in regard to the shootings in Las
Vegas just two days ago is plain stupid. If you listen to the shots that are being fired you can hear
two different tones to the guns being fired. I believe I can pick out three. The deeper sound came
either from an AK-47 or some sort of .30 caliber weapon. The snap of a .223 round can be heard
too, but the kicker is that it is very easy to hear both sounds at the same time. There are some
jokers online that are trying to promote the idea that one sound is an echo of another, the echo
coming from the building or another nearby building. I don’t know about you, but every echo I
have ever heard sounds just like the original sound. In other words, you wouldn’t fire off an M80 (a very large and loud entertainment explosive) in a canyon and hear the echo sound like a
firecracker. That pretty well dismisses the “echo” theory. No, there were at least two guns firing
at once (probably more) and they all had different reports to them. You can listen to the gunshots
by clicking below.
https://youtu.be/hAULgl6Kja0
As you probably heard from the sound clip, there are at least two reports from rifles, one
pretty deep in tone and one lighter in tone. The deeper one in tone is at least a .30 caliber round,
almost sounding like an M60 machine gun. It is most probably an AK-47 or what is commonly
known as an M-10 which shoots .308 caliber rounds.

We can have some clarity in this matter in regard to the report made by different calibers,
I’d like to present sound files of the different calipers as they are fired. First I’m going to present
the sound of an M-60 Machine Gun:
https://youtu.be/dum87WS6eEA
Now let’s listen to the report of an AK-47 that’s being fired in full auto:
https://youtu.be/hfpfSLdu6qo
And finally, let’s listen to an M-16 that’s being fired in full auto:
https://youtu.be/BrpYWnLqdtY
Now might I suggest that you go back to the first sound file and listen to it again? When
you do, you’ll hear a lower tone like one of the first three examples and you’ll hear the lighter
crack of the M-16 round.
Some Einstein suggested online that perhaps the shooter was holding two rifles at the
same time. There are problems with that idea. First, there would be a balance problem. Guns that
shoot higher calibers are heavier because there is much more pressure involved, therefore there
has to be a heavier receiver and a thicker barrel. If you can imagine fending off an attacker, your
one hand swinging a baseball bat and your other hand swinging a light bowling ball you can
understand. Second, there is the problem of recoil. Recoil occurs because of pressure and bullet
weight being pushed out of a barrel. The bigger the caliber the stronger the recoil. If the shooter
was shooting a .223 caliber weapon and a .30 caliber weapon at the same time he would have a
hell of a time trying to hit anything. The stronger recoil of the .30 caliber weapon would cause
him to compensate stronger with that arm and he would probably overcorrect with his other arm,
bringing the .30 caliber gun down causing his other arm to do the same thing. One could imagine
that it would be like watering your lawn manually with a regular garden hose in one hand and a
fire hose in the other, it probably could be done, but you wouldn’t do a very good job. Third,
from the clips that were shown in the pictures that I will present, it appears that he was using
common every day 30 round clips. The .223 caliber weapon would empty its magazine way
before the .30 caliber weapon would and by the sound of the shooting that didn’t happen. The
shooting of both calibers seemed to stop at the same time and start up at the same time. That
would indicate two shooters. In addition, if you look at the pictures, you see .223 clips laying in

the room where the dead shooter lies but no.30 round clips. That’s probably because a second
shooter was firing the .30 round weapon from the other room. And if it was just one guy then
why did he break out two windows? From what I’ve seen, it looks like both windows had the
same clear shot. I think that one reason why it was that way is that if you look at diagrams of the
rooms the caliper dictated the need.

Above is the basic room layout of that part of the hotel. The concert was in the direction
of the arrow, about 1100 feet away. From the pictures that are available, it appears that the
Paddock’s body was found by the broken window at the right of the diagram. This would have
been a good spot for someone with a .30 caliber machine gun to situate himself because he could
brace against the wall which would have been on his left. More recoil from the higher caliber
weapon would have dictated a bracing for accuracy. A .223 caliber weapon would have been
sufficient for the broken window on the left because at 1100 yards the shooter would have just
been spraying the concert grounds. A gun that shoots a .30 caliber round can be quite accurate
even on automatic, especially if a tripod is being used, and several of the guns appear to have
tripods attached. Personally, I believe that Paddock shot from the suite and the other shooter shot
from the hotel room. I find the fact that there was a supposed security guard standing by the
elevator with a gunshot wound in his leg highly suspicious. I am of the opinion that Paddock was
being set up as a patsy and that he was eliminated by the “security guard,” who was shot by
Paddock in a struggle. In the police radio that I’ll present in a moment, the police came upon the
“security guard” by the elevator, which had been shut down by police before they went up the
stairs. Going down the stairs with a leg wound would have been impossible making Paddock’s
accomplice unable to escape down the elevator. If you look at the picture of the door that the
police blew off in order to gain access it appears to have bullet holes in it and from the looks of
the holes, and assuming that Paddock used full metal jacketed bullets seem to be holes made

from inside the room. At one point he must have suspected that someone was at the door. It is
also reported that Paddock had wired up cameras in the door peephole and one report says that
he put one on an empty room service cart out in the hallway. He was dead when the police
arrived, so who was he shooting at? Maybe the people who came to kill him so that he couldn’t
be taken alive.
Okay, so that brings us to another aspect of the death of the shooter, or should I say, this
shooter. There are quite a few videos online that show that there was a shooter at or around the
12th or 13th floor in a more central location, the muzzle blasts can clearly be seen and they
match up with the sounds of gunfire. Let’s look at a picture of the deceased shooter and see if we
can find any inconsistencies:

Yes, I know, it is a gruesome picture, but life is gruesome anyway, right? Notice the
position of the man’s body. He’s laid out like a corpse is laid out, his arms at his side and his

head straight up. Notice also that the gun is some feet away from him. Let’s look at another
picture before I continue my critique.

Again, we need to look at this man’s body, how it is laying on the floor. If you didn’t
know that he was dead you’d think that he was sleeping on the floor, taking a rest perhaps. Now
let’s look at human anatomy.

Look at the left image. If you look to the left of that left image you see the mouth. I’m
assuming that the pistol was used to create the wound that killed him. The bullet would pass
through the mouth cavity and it would sever the spinal column, severing the spinal cord and
before it made an exit, or hit the floor as is the case it appears, it would have fragmented
destroying the cerebellum. Why is this important? This is important because the minute that the
spinal cord is severed in this area everything below it stops working, that means all muscles,
nerves and yes, probably all of the organs except for the heart. He probably bled out. Since he
would have lost all motor function below the wound, he would have fallen like a sack of
potatoes, not lying in a prone position like he just fell asleep. When he lost his motor function
below the wound, he lost that function in his arms and hands, so how did the gun end up a few
feet above his head? And the real perplexing thing is how did he end up with his leg under the
gun that’s sitting there so undisturbed on its tripod? This execution is worse than Vince Foster
when they put the gun in his right hand although he was left-handed. But was Steven Paddock
left handed?

Look at the picture of someone that looks like Steven Paddock. There has been a question
as to whether this is Steven Paddock. Well, someone did an ear comparison of this man with
Paddock and they match and his nose matches too. Also, someone did a sound investigation of a
woman walking up to Paddock and saying “Hi Steve.” Now notice the hand that is holding the
sign. Many people would think that because he’s holding the sign in his left hand that he is lefthanded. In other frames, he’s holding in in his right hand. Also, notice that his watch is on his
left wrist. Most right-handed people wear their watch on their left wrist.
So now we have to refer back to the picture where the lower half of Paddock’s body is
shown, you know, the one where it looks like he’s sleeping. What we can see of his right arm is
that it is laying at his side like his left arm is. The gun, however, is over two feet above his head.
Add to that the fact that Paddock was wearing gloves further complicates things for the “suicide”
theory. I have worn gloves when shooting before and it makes it a bit difficult because the gloves
add to the thickness of your fingers making it more difficult, or should I say a tighter fit in the
trigger shield. If Paddock had shot himself with his right hand, and he lost all motor skills it is
more believable that the gun would have remained at or in his hand because of the gloves, and,
Paddock’s arm would not be flush with his side. Now that is all assuming that he still had some
motor ability in his muscles which was determined before to be impossible. If he had shot
himself laying down and the gun had flown out of his hand it should be somewhere to the right
of his body, not above his head.
In addition, in the photo where you can see Paddock’s torso, there appears to be dry
blood on his shirt about the area of his stomach, yet there is no blood trail from his mouth to his
stomach which anyone would assume that there should be there if in a convulsion he spit up
blood before he died. Could the blood have come from a guy with a leg wound who used that leg
to hold Paddock down while he shot him in the mouth? To me, it seems like a good possibility.

Hopefully, the police will type the blood on his shirt to see if it belongs to someone else. But as
the story continues things are starting to disappear.
But as the story continues things are starting to disappear. First, let me assert that I’m no
Alex Jones fan. I think that the guy gets go intel but his windup and pitch leave little to be
desired. In either case, today someone had tipped off Info Wars that any mention of Paddock
having stayed at the hotel in the past had been deleted. His girlfriend deleted her Facebook
account at the behest of a friend and one can only wonder if there were things there that would
have implicated her or would have shed light to what has been going on with Paddock. I think
that she’s going to find out that things aren’t deleted that easy and if the dark government doesn’t
get to it first, we might find out more.
Speaking of a cleanup going on, this is the precise reason why I am not linking to
YouTube videos and such, even though they show quite clearly that there were shooters on other
floors of the hotel. Such things slowly but surely disappear from the internet. I had the presence
of mind to download the audio of the Las Vegas Police dispatch audio before it disappears from
the internet. I will be airing it on a special edition of our radio show, Opposing the Matrix. If you
don’t hear it live you can find it by clicking on the radio show archive link at the top of our web
page which you can access by clicking here.
The police dispatch audio has a lot of interesting data. In it you hear the police talk about
things like a shooter at “gate seven,” and other live shooters on the ground level. Another thing
that I found interesting is that there were a couple of police groups that stationed themselves on
the second floor of the hotel like they were looking for shooters there. It’s too bad that they
didn’t go up to the 12th floor, or maybe they did. I say that because someone had called into Info
Wars to say that they had been listening to their police scanner (probably a tactical channel) and
according to what this man said he heard there was one shooter dead (I’m assuming Paddock),
two were injured and two were on the loose. This would sort of corroborate with what was said
on the on the police dispatch that at one time a man in fatigues was seen leaving with a gun bag
which they followed to an RV that was parked at the Motel 6 down the street from the crime
scene. Another report came over the dispatch about a Ford or Chevy dually truck that was seen
speeding out of a parking garage with two men inside. The officers were told to be on the
lookout for such a vehicle. Again, I have to stress that the police often go to tactical channels
when such things happen so what the caller heard was probably events that only a few privileged
people with special scanners hear.

As the dispatch audio continued the dispatcher told of shots fired at the Luxor hotel, The
MGM Grand, and The Tropicana. According to the reports that came back from police officers,
there were no shooters at that location so either the officials are hiding those things from us OR
they were calls that came in to cause confusion so that the other shooters could get away.
Since a week ago from last Sunday, things have taken different turns in regards to this
shooting. First, about 26 hours a man, Scott Edminsten, was pulled over in Tennessee with a
cache of weapons in his vehicle. Authorities dismissed that he could have been involved in the
Las Vegas massacre, stating that he was apprehended about 32 hours after the Las Vegas event
and that he couldn’t have made it to Tennessee in that short of time. However, Google Maps
shows that the trip could have been made in 26 hours.

Was the man above the man that was seen walking away from the hotel with a large
black bag, you know, the one that got into the RV? Or was he the man that was seen speeding
away in a black dually pickup truck? His actions are that of someone who was apprehended but
was not supposed to be caught. Maybe we’ll never know.

In addition, there were several reports of there being an active shooter on the concert
grounds. Interesting too is the fact that the wounded man standing out by the elevator with a
gunshot wound in the leg was also wearing security guard garb. The man that was allegedly
shooting on the concert grounds was also wearing security guard garb. Notice that he clearly has
a rifle in his hands and he is on the ground in what looks like the music venue.

Something came onto the internet that is very interesting. The blurb that came onto the
internet is that Stephen Pollock was actually a CIA gun runner that had ties with the Obama
Administration. Here is the body of the article minus the pictures. The source will follow:
October 4, 2017
Russia Identifies Las Vegas Shooter As CIA Arms Pilot As Israel Probes Stolen
Weapons Flight To Nevada
By: Sorcha Faal, and as reported to her Western Subscribers
A stunning new Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) report circulating in the Kremlin
today states that based on documented evidence developed with the aid of both
Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) and Israel’s Institute for Intelligence and

Special Operations (MOSSAD), the identity of the person named responsible for the
“Pyramid Sacrifice” ritualistic massacre in Las Vegas, named Stephen Paddock, has
established his being an arms smuggling pilot employed by the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA)—with further evidence being developed that the weapons and ammunition
used in this massacre were likely stolen from an Israeli arms depot sometime during the
past fortnight. [Note: Some words and/or phrases appearing in quotes in this report are
English language approximations of Russian words/phrases having no exact
counterpart.]
According to this report, the SVR has already identified this “Pyramid Sacrifice”
as being a “false flag” operation conducted by rogue elements within the CIA—and
whose most noted past examples include the “Tower Sacrifice” of 11 September 2001,
the “King Sacrifice” of 23 November 1963 and the “Child Sacrifice” of 19 April 1993—
to just name a few—but whose latest massacre in Las Vegas is being marked with
uncharacteristic sloppiness, said to be due to President Trump’s severe disruption of the
“Deep State” that has long ordered these ritualistic murders to be conducted in order to
fulfill their political goals.
In order for the CIA to protect itself against the American people discovering the truth
about these ritualistic murders (like Las Vegas), and as the true facts about the “King
Sacrifice” murder of President John F. Kennedy were beginning to flood into public
view, this report explains, in April 1967 they released a secret memo on how to combat
the truth from ever being known—and that for the first time in history introduced the
terms “conspiracy theory” and “conspiracy theorists” the CIA instructed the US
mainstream propaganda media to use in labeling anyone who came close to discovering
the truth—and whose other orders included:
Claim that it would be impossible for so many people would keep quiet about such a big
conspiracy
Have people friendly to the CIA attack the claims, and point back to “official” reports
Claim that eyewitness testimony is unreliable
Claim that this is all old news, as “no significant new evidence has emerged”
Ignore conspiracy claims unless discussion about them is already too active
Claim that it’s irresponsible to speculate
Accuse theorists of being wedded to and infatuated with their theories
Accuse theorists of being politically motivated

Accuse theorists of having financial interests in promoting conspiracy theories
Spearheading the CIA’s massive propaganda effort to label anyone coming close to the
truth as “conspiracy theorists”, this report continues, was its
notorious Counterintelligence Chief James Jesus Angleton—who firmly believed that
his spy agency was in actual control of the United States, not the citizens of his nation
who elect their leaders—and as he so arrogantly stated before the US Congress, in 1975,
when he shockingly testified: “It is inconceivable that a secret intelligence arm of the
government has to comply with all the overt orders of the government.”
Even too today, this report notes, the CIA controls all of the media in both America and
among its allied nations—and as stunningly revealed last year by the noted German
editor and journalist Dr. Udo Ulfkotte who said “we all lie for the CIA”—and who, also,
was assassinated just hours before meeting then President-elect Trump where he was
expected to reveal more information on how the CIA controls the media.
In spite of these CIA “headwinds” against the truth, though, this report says,
the SVR can report with a high level of certainty that between the years of 19861988, Stephen Paddock was employed as a arms smuggling pilot in
the CIA’s “Operation Cyclone” programme to arm and finance the Jihadi warriors,
mujahedeen, in Afghanistan, with flights based from Pakistan—with Paddock being paid
through an American defense company named AlliedSignal—a company that is now
owned by Honeywell, but who, in 1982, became embroiled in the Martin Marietta
“war”—with Martin Marietta eventually merging, in 1995, with Lockheed to become the
United State’s largest defense company named Lockheed-Martin—and whose only
statement on these facts states: “Stephen Paddock worked for a predecessor company of
Lockheed Martin from 1985 until 1988. We’re cooperating with authorities to answer
questions they may have about Mr. Paddock and his time with the company.”
As with other known CIA covert operatives, too, this report details, Stephen
Paddock was continuously paid through US government entities such as the Internal
Revenue Service and US Postal Service in order to maintain his “deep cover” status—
and that generously allowed him to purchase properties in Texas worth over $6 million,
and to maintain his private plane there too.
Stephen Paddock’s “deep cover” activities in Nevada, this report further details, are
being described by the MOSSAD as his working with an FBI informant named Marilou
Danley who was tasked by this American intelligence agency to report on Russian mafia
persons living in Las Vegas—and who is now reported to be back in the United States
under the protection of the FBI.
Among the covert “actions” performed by Stephen Paddock for the CIA while in
Nevada, this report continues, was his brokering a deal with the Russian mafia to obtain
a computer malware programme this criminal organization created—and that once
obtained by the CIA, allowed them to create their “Grasshopper” spying

programme that allows its users to detect if a target device is running a specific version
of Microsoft Windows, or if an antivirus programme is running.
The importance of the Russian mafia in understanding this “Pyramid Sacrifice”
massacre, this report details, is that over the past decade they have flooded into Las
Vegas in massive numbers—but not from Russia, but from Israel—where, since at least
1998, they have taken over the Israeli underworld.
So it was a “shock/surprise” this past week, this report continues,
when MOSSAD recorded the arrival of “certain” Russian mafia figures at the justopened US Air Base located in the Negev Dessert—and who departed from there on a
known CIA C-130 transport that had been there since 10 September—and that the
Americans had claimed was due to “maintenance issues”.
Upon MOSSAD discovering this “linkage” of Russian mafia persons and the CIA, this
report explains, the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) command ordered an immediate
inspection of all arms depots—and who then shockingly discovered a massive breach in
one of the emergency armories where a large quantity of military-grade weaponry and
ammunition, including explosive devices, were discovered missing—and that included
thousands of rounds of 5.56 mm diameter bullets—like those used during the “Pyramid
Massacre” in Las Vegas.
Most troubling about the CIA flight that left the US Air Base in the Negev Desert, is that
its destination was the Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada—and that was originally due to
arrive there between 22-23 September—but due to its “maintenance issues”, didn’t
arrive until a week later on 29 September.
The critical significance of this CIA flight being delayed for a week, this report says, is
that it coincides with the actions of Stephen Paddock too—and who was preparing to
carry out his “Pyramid Sacrifice” massacre last week upon the Life Is Beautiful
Festival headlined by Lorde and Chance the Rapper—and as evidenced by his renting
multiple condos from the Ogden 21-story luxury building overlooking this venue, and
exactly as he had done a week later at the Mandalay Hotel.
To the CIA’s orchestration of the “Pyramid Sacrifice” massacre, this report continues, it
shows an unusual level of sloppiness that even their propaganda media is having a hard
time trying to explain—and includes:
Multiple reports and videos saying the shots came from the 4th floor, not the 32nd.
Australian Brian Hodge, who was staying in the room next to Stephen Paddock on the
32nd floor of the Mandalay, and who stated that there were multiple people dead and
multiple shooters inside the hotel.

Las Vegas police confirming the testimony of Brian Hodge by their stating that Stephen
Paddock engaged security guards in the hotel and shot one guard in the leg through his
hotel room’s door.
Photographs of Stephen Paddock’s hotel room secretly emerging showing a maybe
suicide note he left behind on a table—and his bloodied-head lifeless body too.
As to the stunning photos released showing Stephen Paddock dead, his room and his
weapons, and from the most secure crime scene in America today, this report notes,
shows it being done by President Trump who had them forwarded to his close ally Alex
Jones of Infowars—and that SVR intelligence analysts state is part of the “game” of
“narrative fixing”.
With “narrative fixing” being an intelligence directed propaganda action intended to
“guide/instruct” public opinion towards whatever goal is trying to be achieved, this
report explains, there are no shortage of examples being displayed, and that include:
Las Vegas police reports saying that Stephen Paddock may have been radicalized.
Confidential medical records being released stating that Stephen Paddock was issued a
prescription this past 21 June by Henderson, Nevada, physician Dr. Steven Winkler for
50 10-milligram diazepam (Valium) tablets that are warned could cause psychotic
behavior.
Other reports stating that Stephen Paddock transferred $100,000 to the Philippines
where his associate Marilou Danley was staying.
Marilou Danley reported to have 2 Social Security numbers and 2 husbands she was/is
married to at the same time.
Hotel receipts showing Stephen Paddock ordered room service for two people just prior
to his opening fire.
Stephen Paddock equipping his weapons with a “bump stock” that’s designed to achieve
rapid fire results on semi-automatic rifles.
To the CIA’s motivation in their creation of this “Pyramid Sacrifice” massacre, this
report continues, SVR intelligence analysts have determined is to place the blame of
on ISIS terrorists in Iraq—with the end goal being that President Trump would be
forced to enter into this conflict nearing its end tens-of-thousands of American troops.
Greatly angering these rogue elements in the CIA, this report explains, was President
Trump cutting off their secret funding to their terrorist forces in Syria—and whom

Russian and Syrian forces are now annihilating by the thousands—but whose final
demise is being hampered by the US—with the Ministry of Defense stating: “The main
obstacle to the complete elimination of radical Islamic terrorists in Syria is not the
military capabilities of these terrorists, but rather the support of our American
colleagues.”
To whom will win the “narrative fixing” war ongoing between the CIA and President
Trump involving this “Pyramid Sacrifice” massacre, this report concludes, is not now
knowable—but whose uncertainty has caused the Ministry of Defense to warn the US
today that they will soon come under attack by Russian forces in Syria and Foreign
Minister Lavrov, also, blunting warning the Americans that their “fatal provocations”
against Russian forces in Syria will no longer be tolerated.
[Source: http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2400.htm – Note that links have been
removed. To view links go to the author’s page. I highly encourage visiting this page for
pictures and links]
One thing is for sure, this was not the effort of just one man who snapped, this was a
carefully coordinated effort by a group of people to kill as many people at a Country Music
festival. It has been suggested that the concert goers were targeted because most people who
listen to Country/Western music are conservative in their thoughts and politics, and that’s
probably true. Some posts from supporters of Antifa have praised the actions of these shooters
which brings that theory closer to the realm of probability. One thing is for sure and is as certain
as the sunrise every morning, we are experiencing the fruit of what Eisenhower called “An
Industrial Military Complex,” what Kennedy called “A covert conspiracy,” combined with
factions that support socialism, communism, a One World Order and a destruction of everything
and everyone associated with the mention
https://youtu.be/lj7TFz4QoMY
Another very interesting thing that happened this week was the “supposed” suicide of
another operative John Beilman, who supposedly committed suicide a day after being
interviewed by the FBI as a potential witness in the Las Vegas Shooting Massacre:
A key witness in the Las Vegas shooting massacre has killed himself and his disabled
daughter in a horrific murder-suicide shortly after the FBI raided his home. John
Beilman was wanted for questioning by federal agents in connection with a
communications device discovered in suspected shooter Stephen Paddock’s hotel room.
Investigators searched Beilman’s Fairport home the day before he shot his severely
disabled daughter and himself, according to sources close to the investigation. Agents

executed a search warrant and raided Beilman’s Williamsburg Drive home the day
before he took his daughter, Nicole, into the backyard and shot her and then himself in
the back of the head with a 12-gauge shotgun. John Beilman’s 27-year-old daughter,
Nicole, had Rett Syndrome, a rare neurological disorder. Nicole Beilman relied upon a
wheelchair and was dependent on her parents for care.
According to this report, upon the FBI searching the Mandalay Bay Hotel room used
by CIA gun runner Stephen Paddock, a cell phone charger was discovered that had no
accompanying phone—with SVR technology experts noting that this type of charger is
used to charge a CP502520 3.0V 600mAh Li-MnO2 Non-rechargeable Thin Cell
Battery used in various communication devices by both US Special
Forces and CIA forces. The company making this unique lithium battery, this report
details, is Ultralife Corporation, based in Newark, New York, that specializes in military
communications systems for the Pentagon—and whose lead engineer for this particular
communication systems development was John Beilman. Listing himself as a “product
design and manufacturing professional”, this report continues, John
Beilman was employed by Ultralife Corporation between 2007-2012 where he worked on
various top-secret communications systems for the US military—thereafter his leaving to
become a top engineer at the General Motors research facility located in Rochester New
York. Fearing that Ultralife Corporation had been secretly funneling their US military
communications systems to the CIA, this report notes, this past Tuesday (3 October),
the FBI raided the home of John Beilman under a secret US Federal Court warrant—and
that caused Beilman, less than 12 hours later, during the early morning hours of
Wednesday (4 October), to wheel out his severely disabled daughter Nicole into his
home’s backyard where she was executed, with Beilman then killing himself too—and
that was followed 48 hours later (6 October) by the Pentagon awarding Ultralife
Corporation new contracts valued at over $49 million.
[Source: http://twofeed.org/2017/10/09/key-witness-las-vegas-shooting-kills-selfdaughter-following-fbi-raid/]
This news was also featured in what some might call more reputable sources such as
USA Today and local news sources. The article and local sources say that Beilman’s wife DID
NOT hear the gunshots and found out about the deaths when police knocked at her door. This
whole thing is fishy. First, how do you shoot yourself in the back of the head with a shotgun? In
the mouth, I can see, and under the chin is a possibility, but behind the head is suspicious at very
best. Beilman lived in Upstate New York and there is no indication that he was ever in Las
Vegas but it is quite possible that he was implicated in one way or another. If he was not in Las
Vegas at the time of the shooting then someone had his phone charger and was probably framing
Beilman in one way or another. But one has to ask, why would Beilman kill his disabled

daughter and not include his wife into the murder-suicide? The answer is quite simple if one can
equate this event with Illuminati activity. The Illuminati equate bloodletting as a sacrifice. They
often sacrifice women (virgins) and babies because they are weak and feeble and seen as easy
blood sacrifices to their gods. If Beilman’s daughter was as disabled as is claimed she was
probably a virgin, or at least weak and defenseless, things that the Illuminati look for. Beilman
was killed because he could give up sources and the sacrifice of his daughter was an added bonus
for the killers. What is suspicious too is that Beilman’s wife didn’t hear the shots, but she could
hear the police knocking at the door.
What is suspicious too is that Beilman’s wife didn’t hear the shots, but she could hear the
police knocking at the door. Shotguns are not quiet guns, in fact, they are some of the loudest
guns that the general public can acquire. Two gunshots with a shotgun in the backyard would
have been noticed by not only Beilman’s wife but the whole neighborhood. Now it could be
possible that Beilman’s wife was warned to be quiet or she’d be killed too, or that she’s a sound
sleeper, but to be woken up by a knock on the door and not a gunshot with a shotgun is highly
suspicious. As I said earlier, propping a shotgun in such a position that one could shoot the back
of their heads is to the best of my estimation impossible without creating some sort of prop but
again the neighbors would have been alerted while the prop was being set up because he shot his
daughter first. There is, however, one scenario that could explain what happened, and that and
that would be if a hit team took out Beilman and his daughter. Silencers for shotguns are
available, but they make the gun about a foot longer than it is already, making it even more
impossible for Beilman to blow the back of his head off. However, if a hit team was carrying
shotguns equipped with silencers then the murders could be pulled off and it would not have
alerted Beilman’s wife or any of the neighbors. Here is a video of a man shooting a shotgun
without a silencer and then with a silencer. Without a silencing device the gun is loud, but with a
silencer, it sounds like someone clapping.
https://youtu.be/jlGQMStZKJ0
One more thing that I think is wise to answer is the fact that Beilman’s phone charger is
made for a phone that contains a non-rechargeable battery. First off, these types of batteries can
be recharged if a special recharger is used. One should not try to use a normal charger to
recharge such batteries. Either the batteries can be recharged in this type of phone OR the nonrechargeable batteries were replaced with chargeable batteries that require special chargers. In
any case, this charger has caused the FBI to look into the phone issue.

Something else that we must remember is that whether this hideous act was pulled off by
ISIS (who claimed it was theirs) or Antifa, who praised the shooter as one of theirs, it was done
to kill Trump supporters, those with conservative and/or Christian values. Not only was it done
for that reason, but it was done so that the left can bring back into the spotlight their belief that
all Americans should be disarmed. The leftists in the black state are trying to provoke
conservatives into starting a civil war which they will use to call in the United Nations troops
who will go from door to door to confiscate weapons and do whatever else they please while
they’re in your home. There is no doubt that our nation is spiraling toward a full-blown civil war
and Lord only knows when it will come to fruition.
If you listened to our show about the Eclipse over The Seven Salem’s, or if you read the
article you know that we see that as being a portend to darkness covering over the peace in this
land. I hate to say that these things are meant to be or that they’re meant to happen and/or that
they are a part of a Godly edict. Add to Las Vegas all of the civil unrest in just about every big
city in America, and the natural disasters that are on the rise. Yahweh has been trying to get our
attention for quite a few years and our nation has turned a deaf ear each and every time.
Christians walk around with the “It can’t happen here because we’re a Godly nation,” attitude
but I hate to burst their bubble, it can and will happen here in an ever-increasing fashion until
Americans, especially Christian America gets down on their knees, confesses their sin and ask
Yahweh for his forgiveness so that he can hear from Heaven and heal our land. Until then, I’ll
just sit and ponder what will befall us next.

